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This Data Structure Report presents the findings of archaeological investigative works 
undertaken for ZRL in respect of proposed alteration and extension works at Camphill Vaults, 
a grade C listed building sited at 1-3 Main Street, Bothwell, South Lanarkshire. South 
Lanarkshire Council asked for archaeological monitoring works to be undertaken as a 
requirement of the issued planning consent (planning refs HM/07/0411).  

The archaeological works were designed to address the general ground reduction and 
excavation of foundation trenches and service tracks. As this site is on the periphery of the 
medieval burgh of Bothwell the main objective of the works was to record and recover items 
of interest that were impacted on by the development works. 

Rebecca Shaw Archaeological Services was appointed to undertaker the archaeological 
works by CPRG Ltd on behalf of their client ZRL. The terms of the works were agreed 
through a Written Scheme of Investigation with the West of Scotland Archaeology Service 
who advise South Lanarkshire Council on such matters. 

�� ����������

Cartographic evidence from the early 19th century (Figure 1a) indicates that there were no 
structures on the development site at this time. However, the first sound cartographic source 
indicates that a building aligned roughly northwest / southeast existed on the site of the 
proposed extension from at least the mid 19th century (Figure 1b). The structure was 
rectangular in shape with a small protrusion at the southeast end. There is a letter ‘P’ marked 
within the structure which can denote many things on the 1st edition ordnance survey maps 
but in this case possibly stands for pump (as in water pump). 
 
By the time of the 2nd edition in 1898 (Figure 2a) the public house, now known as Camphill 
Vaults, had been built attached to the north northwest side of the structure. What appears to 
be an enclosed yard had also been added to the front of the structure that existed on the 1st 
edition and a narrow unroofed rectangular feature aligned west southwest / east northeast 
runs from the structure and across the yard. A set of steps with a platform had also been 
added to the rear of the structure. 
 
The next ordnance survey years fourteen later shows that the southeast end of the structure 
has now been extended both into the yard area slightly as well as to align with the back wall 
of the original structure. The 1936 map (Figure 2b0 shows little or no change to the structure 
and the narrow linear feature that was visible on the 1898 map is not mapped on either the 
1912 or 1936 editions. The structure was still standing on the 1963 map, again with very few 
changes, however, by 1974 it was no longer denoted on the map at all. 

�� ��������������

The works on the site at Camphill Vaults, 1-3 Main Street, Bothwell took place from the 9th to 
12th June 2008. The works were undertaken as agreed with the West of Scotland 
Archaeology Service with the archaeological monitoring of the initial ground reduction of the 
footprint of the new extension. However, as the foundation trenches and service tracks 
ended up being excavated directly into the natural clay, Martin O’Hare from WoSAS, through 
an on-site meeting, agreed it was no longer necessary to monitor this stage of the works. 
The area to the rear of Camphill Vaults (to become a car park) was not reduced. 

As agreed though the Written Scheme of Investigation any potential features revealed were 
to be investigated. The remains of a roughly rectangular stone structure were uncovered 
during the course of the works which was recorded before being removed, however, no 
datable material was found. 

All works complied with the Institute of Field Archaeology’s Standards and Policy Statements 
and Code of Conduct, and Historic Scotland Policy Statements. 
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Figure 1a – William Forest (1816) 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 1b – 1st Edition Ordnance Survey (1859) 
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Figure 2a – 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey (1898)  
 

 

 
 

Figure 2b – Ordnance Survey (1936) 
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The upper surface of the area to be developed was mostly tarmac [101] with a stone 
hardcore-like layer below [102], these two layers together averaged 260mm in depth. 
Immediately beneath layer [102] were the remains a rectangular stone structure (Figure 5) 
comprising large mostly roughly hewn red sandstone blocks set directly onto the natural red 
clay [108]. Some of the sandstone blocks were bonded with a fairly fine orange sandy mortar 
[114] while others were held in place by the clay which was very firm in compaction. Between 
the walls of the structure was a fair amount of regular sized stones and mortar debris [115]. 

The stone structure was aligned north northwest / south southeast measuring roughly 11m 
by 5m internally and divided into two compartments with an entrance [112] measuring 1.3m 
in width between walls [103] and [104].  The internal dividing wall [107] was aligned west 
southwest / east northeast and measured 3.9m in length and between 0.70m and 1.20m in 
thickness. There was a doorway [113] measuring 1.20m in width, at the east northeast end of 
wall [107] which allowed access between the two compartments. All the walls comprised one 
course of stone between measuring 180mm and 300mm in height with an average thickness 
of 1m, however, the exception was wall [105] which measured 1.75m in width (where visible). 
The width of wall [105] was not revealed in its entirety as it ran outwith the development area 
and under the road surface of Ferry Road.  

On the northern side of entrance [112] were two flat red sandstone slabs [114] set into the 
clay. Leading from the slabs to the east northeast was a shallow u-shaped linear [110] 
feature comprising a base of clay and chunks of red sandstone. It measured 2.9m in length 
(as visible by limit of excavation) with a depth of 100mm (at most) and a width of 450mm. 

At the north northwest end immediately next to the existing gable of Camphill Vaults public 
house was a grassy area which contained a number of utility cables and pipes which had 
thus caused the walling of the structure to be removed in this section. To the west southwest 
of wall [106] excavation revealed a dark silty soil [109] containing; masonry debris; lead 
pipes; 20th century china; numerous sections of burnt wood & charcoal and one small piece 
of a clay pipe stem. 

�� ����������

The archaeological works that were undertaken on the site at Camphill Vaults revealed the 
fairly denuded remains of a roughly rectangular stone structure aligned north northwest / 
south southeast and measuring 11m by 5m internally. The structure which was built of red 
sandstone blocks, was divided into two compartments with an entrance [112] in the east 
northeast wall and another doorway [113] in the internal divide wall 107] which allowed 
access between the two compartments. Both the doorways measured over 1m in width, with 
the main entrance being the wider and all the walls with the exception of a small section of 
the internal divide wall measured 1m or more. 

Walls this wide are a very unusual feature in typical domestic dwelling houses, with such 
thick walls normally common to structures that are either: defensive; need to be kept cold; or 
used for some form of industrial process using heat. This therefore allows the speculation 
that the structure may not have been used as a dwelling, a suggestion further verified by the 
very wide doorways which indicate a use other than just human access. There was no 
indication of any ‘made’ floor in the structure but the complete lack of any finds or trample 
within the clay subsoil suggest that there was possibly a paved or tiled floor that was 
removed after abandonment. 

The u-shaped linear feature [110] located to the northern side of the main entrance [112] 
appears in the correct location for a feature that is mapped on the 1898 ordnance survey 
(Figure 2a). On this epoch of map this feature would normally denote normally a wall or path 
but characteristics of u-shaped and clay bottomed suggest that it may have been some form 
of drainage rather than a path – though it may represent a wall trench. The path notion is 
slightly discredited by the fact that it led to the side of the main entrance rather than directly  
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Figure 3a – after removal of tarmac 

 

 
Figure 3b – Wall [104] 

 

 
Figure 3c – Wall [106] 
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Figure 4a – Wall [103] 
 

  

Figure 4b – Wall [103] Figure 4c  - Wall [107] 
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Figure 5 – Post-ex plan of walled structure 
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to the door while the drain suggestion gains credence by the fact the linear feature ran down 
slope away from the structure.  

One local resident did mention that a tenement-type structure did exist on the site until circa 
1965 when it was demolished (the roofline of this building was apparently still visible on the 
gable of Camphill Vaults until it was refurbished). This corresponds with cartographic sources 
which depict a rectangular structure in 1963 but no structure at all by 1974.  However, if a 
tenement-type structure did exist it is unlikely that it was originally built for the purpose of a 
dwelling and that it was possibly used to live in latterly. The thick walls and the letter ‘P’ 
written within the structure (Figure 1b) which perhaps stands for pump, indicates that this site 
maybe had a good water supply and hence the original function was possibly related to this. 

Although the first sound cartographic evidence depicts a rectangular structure in this location 
from at least 1859 (Figure 1b) but it is quite possible that the feature revealed through the 
archaeological works pre-dates this period. However, lack of any datable material leaves the 
date of the rectangular red sandstone structure construction inconclusive. Close examination 
of a map of Bothwell from 1816 (Figure1a) though, does suggest though that no structures 
existed on the site at this time 

The origin and function of this structure is therefore fairly inconclusive. Cartographic sources 
show that a rectangular structure was built sometime between 1816 and 1859, which may or 
may not be the structure that was revealed during ground reduction and that by 1974 the 
ground had been cleared. The speculation can therefore be made that either: the original 
thick walled red sandstone structure was demolished leaving only one course of stone and 
this was done prior to any mapping of Bothwell (ie pre 1816) or that the structure located 
during the works is the base of the one mapped on the mid 19th century and subsequent 
maps until 1974. Examination of the evidence indicates that the latter seems the most likely 
and that although the structure may have been used as a dwelling eventually that was not its 
original purpose. 

�� ����������

A programme of archaeological investigative works was undertaken from the 9th to the 12th 
June 2008 for ZRL in respect of the proposed extension and alteration works at Camphill 
Vaults a grade C listed building sited at 1-3 Main Street, Bothwell, South Lanarkshire. The 
works were undertaken as part of the requirement of the issued planning consent to allow the 
client to fully discharge the terms of the condition of consent. 

The works comprised archaeological monitoring of the general ground reduction of the 
footprint of the proposed new extension. The ground works revealed a roughly rectangular 
red sandstone structure measuring 11m by 5m internally and divided into two compartments 
with one main entrance and as well as an access between the two compartments. The walls 
averaged 1m in width with both entrances measuring more than 1m. 

No finds were located but cartographic evidence indicates that the structure dates from 
between 1816 and 1859 and was demolished between 1963 and 1974. The thickness of its 
walls and width of the entrances indicate that the structure was probably originally used for 
some form of industrial or storage purpose rather than a dwelling, though it was possibly 
used as a dwelling latterly.  

�
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No. Interpretation Description 

101 Tarmac Tarmac covering entire area of footprint for extension. 

102 Stone layer Comprising hardcore-like stone and light brown silt, 
used as a base for the tarmac 

103 Structural Wall A  (front 
wall) 

Red sandstone wall with a fine orange sandy mortar 
aligned south southeast / north northwest. Measuring 
roughly 6m in length and averaging 1m in width. Built 
directly onto clay subsoil and surviving as only one 
course of stone.  

104 Structural Wall B (front 
wall) 

Red sandstone wall with a fine orange sandy mortar 
aligned south southeast / north northwest. Measuring 
roughly 3.5m (at most) in length and averaging 1m in 
width. Built directly onto clay subsoil and surviving as 
only one course of stone. 

105 Structural Wall C (side 
wall) 

Red sandstone wall with a fine orange sandy mortar 
aligned west southwest / east northeast. Measuring 
roughly 7.1 m in length and averaging 1.9 m in width. 
Built directly onto clay subsoil and surviving as only one 
course of stone. 

106 Structural Wall D (back 
wall) 

Red sandstone wall with a fine orange sandy mortar 
aligned south southeast / north northwest. Measuring 
roughly 10.3m in length and averaging 1m in width. 
Built directly onto clay subsoil and surviving as only one 
course of stone. 

107 Structural Wall E (internal 
dividing wall) 

Red sandstone wall with a fine orange sandy mortar 
aligned west southwest / east northeast. Measuring 
roughly 3.8m in length and between 0.7m and 1m in 
width. Built directly onto clay subsoil and surviving as 
only one course of stone. 

108 Subsoil Very compact red clay – boulder clay visible in some 
sections. 

109 Infill Infill comprising a dark silty soil containing; masonry 
debris; lead pipes; 20th century china; numerous 
sections of burnt wood & charcoal and one small piece 
of a clay pipe stem. Possibly used to level the ground. 

110 Narrow linear feature Shallow u-shaped linear feature with red sandstone and 
clay at the base. Depth of 100mm at most and width of 
450mm.  

111 Sandstone slabs Two red sandstone slabs set within the clay at the 
south southeast end of Wall A [103]. Possibly related to 
feature [110]. 

112 Entrance (1) Entrance in front wall measuring 1.3m in width  

113 Entrance (2) Entrance at the end of the internal dividing wall 
measuring 1.1m in width.  
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114 Mortar Fairly fine orange sandy mortar  

115 Demolition debris Demolition debris comprising fairly regular sized stones 
and mortar.  
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No. Film 

No. 
B&W  
Negative 
No. 

Disc 
No. 

Digital 
No. 

Description From Date 

1 1 4 1 1 Pre-ex of site (rear) S 9/6/08 

2 1 3 1 2 Pre-ex of site (side) ENE 9/6/08 

3 1 2 1 3 After removal of tarmac (side) N 10/6/08 

4 1 1 1 4 Wall E W 12/6/08 

5 2 36 1 5 West end of Wall D N 12/6/08 

6 2 35 1 6 Wall A SE 12/6/08 

7 2 34 1 7 Wall A E 12/6/08 

8 2 33 1 8 Wall C NW 12/6/08 

9 2 32 1 9 East end of Wall D NE 12/6/08 

10 2 31 1 10 Wall A SE 12/6/08 

11 2 30 1 11 Wall A SW 12/6/08 

12 2 29 1 12 Wall E NE 12/6/08 

13 2 28 1 13 General of site showing walls SW 12/6/08 

14 2 27 1 14 General of site showing walls SW 12/6/08 

15 2 26 1 15 Post-ex of site E 12/6/08 

16 2 25 1 - Post-ex of site E 12/6/08 

17 2 24 1 16 Post-ex of site S 12/6/08 

18 2 23 1 17 Gable of Camphill Vaults S 12/6/08 
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Sheet 
No. 

Drawing 
No. 

Description Scale Date 

1 001 Post ex plan of rectangular structure 1:50 12/6/08 
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